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“Practice random acts of chocolate” 
 

About Us 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate™ was created to provide chocolate lovers with 
gourmet-quality, superbly packaged chocolate at a non-gourmet price. Since 
debuting as The San Francisco Chocolate Factory in 1999, Bridge Brands 
Chocolate™ has become a favorite with chocolate lovers nationwide.   
 
 
Why Bridge Brands? 
 
One of the greatest bridges between two hearts is chocolate, so we’ve chosen 
Bridge Brands Chocolate™ as our new name. Chocolate is proven to be good 
for the heart and good for the soul—it creates a stir of passion and evokes love. 
Chocolate can erase a bad day or a bad deed in an instant. As we at Bridge 
Brands Chocolate™ like to say: Love thy neighbor, and bring them chocolate, 
often! 
 
Known for our unique, custom packaged gourmet chocolates, Bridge Brands 
Chocolate’s™ many different brands—now bridged together under one great 
company—offer a chocolate opportunity for everyone. 
 
From our Tea, Coffee and Wine Lover’s Chocolates, to the souvenir 
Landmark Collection, the kid friendly got milk? Chocolate series to our easy 
on-the-go Chocolate by Numbers, you’ll find gourmet chocolates perfect for 
every day and for special occasions.  Give Bridge Brands Chocolate™ as a gift 
to each “special someone” in your life—but make sure to order some extra 
chocolate for yourself! 
 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ sales have rapidly expanded beyond the shores 
of the Bay Area—thanks to the many visitors who bring the beautiful chocolate 
tins home as souvenirs... the chocolates are so delicious, people call desperate 
to order more!  
 
 
 



Bridge Brands Chocolate™ is an active participant in the San Francisco Bay 
Area Community and beyond.  We often provide donations of chocolate to worthy 
causes to help with fundraising efforts.  A few of our most recent donations have 
gone to valuable local and national community organizations like: City of Dreams, 
The United Way, The Hungry Owl Project, Support for Families with Disabilities, 
Metropolitan Fresh Start House, The UCSF Blood Center, The San Francisco 
Department of the Environment, The Asian & Pacific Islander Wellness Center, 
The Bay Institute, The San Francisco Sheriff's Department, and The California 
Film Institute. 
 
Visit The San Francisco Chocolate Factory Boutique  
 
The San Francisco Chocolate Factory Boutique, located in San Francisco’s 
SOMA district, is a unique destination designed to fulfill all of your chocolate 
desires. The intimate atmosphere of the Boutique is a perfect backdrop for the 
exclusive products displayed on its shelves. The Boutique features the products 
made by Bridge Brands™ including our signature San Francisco Landmark tins, 
Wine Lover’s and Coffee Lover’s collections, decadent Earthquake Cakes and 
their Fair Trade Certified line, GAIA Organic Chocolate, all offered at 10% off the 
already reasonable suggested retail prices. We also proudly offer a wide 
selection of scrumptious treats from the best local and international chocolatiers, 
including hand made toffees, truffles and specialty bars.   
Hours of operation: Tuesday – Saturday 12-6:00 p.m.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Our Family of Products 
 

Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ Tea Lover’s Chocolate Collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There’s nothing quite like snuggling up with a warm cup of your favorite tea and a 
fluffy blanket.  Well, unless you add our Tea Lover’s Chocolates to the mix.  
Then we’re talking a small slice of heaven! 
 
Mellow tea needs soothing chocolate. The creamy texture of our white 
chocolate offers the perfect complement to the gentle nature of green tea.  Spicy 
tea needs a spirited chocolate. The sweetness of our 38% milk chocolate is a 
perfect balance to the zesty nature of Chai teas.  Bold tea needs an audacious 
chocolate. Our 55% dark chocolate discs are a lovely accompaniment to the 
robust nature of black teas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ Coffee Lover’s Collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our Coffee Lover’s Collection offers three different chocolate drops to pair with 
your favorite coffee beverages: 
 
A creamy 38% milk chocolate pairs best with a milky latte, cappuccino or 
macchiato; a mild 55% dark chocolate is best paired with traditional drip or 
French-pressed coffees of light to medium roast; and a bold 72% dark 
chocolate pairs best with a shot of espresso or a strong black coffee of dark 
roast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ Wine Lover’s Collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The natural affinity between dark chocolate and red wine is no secret: 
restaurants often pair after-dinner wines with chocolate desserts, and many 
desserts themselves incorporate both chocolate and flavors that are often found 
in red wine, such as berry, mint or coffee.  
 
Our Wine Lover's Chocolate Collection takes this idea one step further, 
creating a way for people to experience the subtleties of wine and chocolate 
together without a lot of guesswork or pretension. 
 
Try our Wine Lover's Chocolate Collection. Each cocoa blend pairs with a 
recommended red wine.  Pick the percentage that pairs with your favorite red 
and enjoy the complimentary tastes of fine wine and gourmet dark chocolate. 
 
 



 
 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ got milk? chocolate Collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our bovine inspired tins, filled with our deliciously creamy milk chocolate, will 
bring a smile to your face even before you pop the first drop in your mouth. Who 
can resist the warm brown spots on this tin, much less the chocolate contained 
inside? Our got milk? chocolates also make great gifts for kids, or for that 
farmyard animal fan in your life. 
 
Our got milk? chocolate straws work like magic to turn any glass of wholesome 
milk into a delicious chocolaty treat! Just sip the milk through our got milk? 
Chocolate Straw and let the cocoa beads inside the straw do the rest. 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ Gaia Organic Fair Trade Collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Our GAIA Organic Chocolates are perfect for those looking to nourish their 
souls and nurture the planet at the same time.  In three sumptuous flavors—Milk, 
Dark and Dark Espresso Chocolate. 
 
Not only are these organic chocolates morsels a treat for the palate, they are 
also Fair Trade Certified™—grown using sustainable methods to promote a 
better life for farming families—and printed on recycled paper using soy-based 
inks. 
 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s Book Lover’s Collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One box of each of our three gourmet flavors—Dark, Milk and Dark Espresso—
packaged in a handsome “volume” makes a fantastic holiday gift! 
 
Bibliophiles love our classically designed Book Lover's Chocolate Boxes, 
which evoke the warmth of old-world leather-bound tomes. Chocolate lovers 
crave our smooth, rich gourmet chocolate drops. 
 
For those who love both, these drops are easy to nibble while flipping through a 
favorite page turner! 
 
As Charles Dickens once famously opined, "there is nothing better than a friend, 
unless it is a friend with chocolate." Here at Bridge Brands Chocolate, we have 



our own variation on the quote: "There is nothing better than a book, unless it is a 
book with chocolate." 
 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ Chocolate by Numbers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With Chocolate by Numbers, we’ve made it simple for you to get your chocolate 
fix.  Need some chocolate, but don’t want the commitment of an entire bar?  
Want some sweetness without any fuss?  Just follow the numbers and you’ll get 
what you want!  We’ve got milk, dark and even white chocolate conveniently 
packaged up in 1 ounce boxes.  What’s more, these are bite-sized discs, perfect 
for nibbling.  Our Chocolate by Numbers boxes are ideal for your purse or 
stashing in your backpack. 
 
You can choose from: 
 
31% Creamy White Chocolate 
38% Dreamy Milk Chocolate 
55% Smooth Dark Chocolate 

58% Decadent Dark Chocolate 
61% Edgy Dark Chocolate 
72% Intense Dark Chocolate



 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ CocoaVinoso Collection™ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Introducing: CocoaVinoso.  This premium dark chocolate is blended exclusively 
from the highest quality cacao beans imported from around the world.  Our dark 
chocolate can be enjoyed by itself, or as an added pleasure it can be paired with 
a select group of red wines.  To truly enjoy CocoaVinoso and capture its 
essence, we suggest that you try some of our recommended pairings: a classic 
Port, an elegantly aged Cabernet, a refined Pinot, a soft Merlot, a distinct Syrah, 
and of course, the quintessential California Zinfandel.  We hope that 
CocoaVinoso will become your favorite gourmet dark chocolate. 
 
You can choose from our many dark chocolates that pair with: 
 
54% - Pairs with Port 
55% - Pairs with Cabernet 
56% - Pairs with Pinot Noir 

58% - Pairs with Merlot 
61% - Pairs with Syrah 
72% - Pairs with Zinfandel 

 
Bridge Brands Chocolate’s™ Landmark Collection 
 
Each of our gorgeous Landmark Collection tins possesses one of the most 
visually stunning locations in the USA.  From our San Francisco tins featuring 
Alcatraz and the Golden Gate Bridge, to New York’s bustling Times Square, from 
Paul Revere’s famed Old North Church in Boston, to the Lincoln Memorial in 
Washington DC, these collectible tins contain 3.5 ozs. of our creamy milk 
chocolate or decadent dark chocolate drops. 
 
At Bridge Brands Chocolate™ we love our business because we know (and 
like to spread!) the joy of eating delicious chocolate.  



 
Visit our Chocolate Boutique located in SOMA at 286 12th Street, on the corner 
of 12th Street and Folsom. Hours are Tuesday to Saturday from 12:00 pm to 
6:00 pm. Visit www.bridgebrandschocolate.com to learn more. Join our blog and 
post a comment.  
 
Contact Us: 
 
For Press inquires: 
 
 
Sandra Evans & Associates 
PR 
Bridge Brands Chocolate  
sandra@andassociates-ca.com 
Tel 415 887 9230 
 
 
For Sales and Distribution Inquiries 
 
Sales  
Bridge Brands Chocolate 
sales@sfchocolate.com 
Tel 415  677 9194 ext 245 
Toll Free 888-732-4626 
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Got Chocolate Milk Straws?
by Carolina Santos-Neves

on 06/20/08 at 11:43 AM

I loved two things as a child. Well, I loved a lot of things, but pixie sticks 

(or is it Pixy Stix?) and chocolate milk were two of my favorites. I 

probably stopped eating them about 15 years ago; chocolate milk, on the 

other hand, will continue to be an addiction of mine until my time is up. 

I drink the stuff especially when: 

A) I want something chocolaty. 

and

B) when I am feeling a wee bit old. 

Does that make sense? Well, I felt like I was 12 again when a friend of 

mine gave me these new got milk? chocolate straws. I don't know what 

took the company so long to come out with this product, but basically it is 

a clear plastic straw containing tiny chocolate pellets. You pour the pellets 

into a tall glass of milk, watch the milk get all chocolaty, and use the straw 

to sip. I have one every day and I feel like I am 12 again. 

Is there a food or ingredient that that brings you back to feeling like a kid 

again?

Tagged with: Carolina Santos-Neves, Chocolate, Products

Comments (8)

esung1
11:41:48 AM on 
06/20/08

I think candy, like Dum Dums, take me back to my 

childhood. oh, and my all-time favorite candy are the 

Charms sour candy balls. Total flashback to when I 

was a kid. 

sarahkagan
11:49:53 AM on 
06/20/08

eating an ice cream cone with sprinkles on a hot day 

brings me back to that simple joy of childhood. And I 

try to do it as often as possible...

carolinasn
1:03:23 PM on 
06/20/08

I was also obsessed with those sour straws. Those 

totally bring me back, as does mint chocolate chip 

icecream from baskin robbins. 

LaurenSalkeld
2:13:51 PM on 
06/20/08

Hot fudge sundaes remind me of childhood. That was 

my favorite thing to order at the local Carvel and I 

remember the flavor like it was yesterday. 

nicosoripa
3:37:18 PM on 
06/20/08

Those homemade Popsicles with the trip catchers and 

integrated straws bring me back to my amber lighted 

days. The Minimalist @ NyTimes just did a number on 

these.

Though it seems rather unintuitive, I find chocolate 

milk especially refreshing in the summer heat. I 

typically go through about a half gallon a week. 

AntiquesDiva
9:20:47 AM on 
06/21/08

Hostess Blueberry Pies bring me back to summer 

basketball camp. They have a billion calories, taste so 

artificially sweet that it's nearly impossible to eat an 

entire Hostess pie but I still get cravings for them when 

I'm in the USA and I drive from one quick trip to 
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Book lover's chocolate
Posted Jul 23rd 2008 3:00PM by Kristyn Pomranz

Filed under: Dessert, Chocolate, New Products

Some associate San Francisco with Rice-A-Roni, cable cars, and the gay lib
movement. I, however, take the shallow route and associate it with fine
American chocolate. Between The San Francisco Chocolate Factory and
Ghirardelli, San Fran is just about the only city in the contiguous United
States that produces decent corporate chocolate. [Note that I said
corporate; there are plenty of lovely indie chocolate shops around.]

To wit: Upon her return from the golden state, a colleague presented me
with The San Francisco Chocolate Factory's new "Book Lover's Chocolate".
The bookshelf-ready packaging evokes an old leather-bound novel (albeit
a tiny one, at only 5 inches), and contains rounds of milk chocolate (also
available in dark and dark espresso). The schpeel: "Chocolate has been
proven to boost brain power, so let our luscious bite sized discs help you
devour your new book while pleasing your palate." Uh, okay, whatever you
say, Book Chocolate.

But lo, this book chocolate is divine! The disc shape is perfectly contoured
for mindless tongue-palate melting (no impatient biting here!), and the
flavor is so creamy and rich, they're like little poppable drinking chocolates.
I also test-drove the chocolate's promise of enhancing any reading
experience, and while they didn't make the oeuvre of Ann Coulter any
more digestible, they sure make it more palatable.

Tags: book lovers chocolate, BookLoversChocolate, chocolate, chocolates,
dark chocolate, dark espresso chocolate, DarkChocolate,
DarkEspressoChocolate, milk chocolate, MilkChocolate, san francisco
chocolate company, SanFranciscoChocolateCompany
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Got Milk? Got Chocolate. Got Straws. - Josh Spear, Trendspotting

Page 1 of 2http://www.joshspear.com/item/got-milk-got-chocolate-got-straws/

Got Milk? Got Chocolate. Got Straws. Thursday, 06.05.08

Got milk? Chocolate Flavored Straws, recently released by The San
Francisco Chocolate Company, are a great example of fun, functional
packaging to bring out the kid in all of us (milk drinkers). Within a
sealed, wider than normal straw, chocolate beads are encased. You
simply put it into a glass and sip. We tried it with organic non-fat milk
and soy milk. The straw is definitely for casual as well as hardcore
chocolate milk enthusiasts. It's not overwhelming, but a healthy
balance. I've been waiting for an accessible version of the overseas
flavored milk straw product to make it to the U.S. – and it finally did!
What do you think of the concept? Have you tried the Australian or
European versions?

Tags: Drinks, Food

by Lilly Stein Comments (0) Mail This del.icio.us Food (101)

Plastic Straws
Drinking, Spoon & Bubble Tea straws
InStock Now - Free Shipping!

Use Glass Drinking Straws
Get Plastics out of your Diet Get Plastics
out of your Landfill
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Use Glass
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Get Plastics out of
your Diet Get
Plastics out of
your Landfill
www.GlassDharma.com

Plastic Drinking
Straws
"To Go" cups, lids,
jackets, bags,
carriers, napkins;
Free Shipping!
www.BaristaWorks.com
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Chocolate Milk: The Remix
It's birthday party time again and

what mother doesn't get anxious over

planning the menu? As for drinks,

soda is a definite "no no" and juice

boxes now irk the environmentalists

and the health conscious. I even

heard one mom saying that cold

drinks are no good for kids. Who

knew? At my son's next party, I'm

going to go out on a limb and offer up

an old drink with a new spin - Got

Milk Chocolate Flavored Straws by the San Francisco Chocolate

Factory.

To keep my party on the greener side, I'll give each kid a clear plastic

cup (BPA free of course) filled with cold, organic skim milk. And then

for the good stuff - a plastic straw filled with tiny chocolate beads.

Insert into milk and watch it transform from white to brown. Et voila -

chocolate milk! That's what my son calls a "special treat."

I must be a little bit picky and say that the taste is not as rich and

chocolatey as premixed chocolate milk. (In April, the SF Chronicle

Taster's Choice deemed Berkeley Farms chocolate milk the best of the

bunch.) In fact, I'd suggest small cups of milk to be sure you'll taste

enough chocolate. Admittedly, it's a gimmick, but a very cute one.

Given the effort it will demand from preschoolers, it almost counts as

an activity. Combine that with a bouncy house and you've got an

instant party!

POSTED  BY  ANDREA  AT  2:43  PM 
LABELS:  BRIDGE  BRANDS,  CHOCOLATE  MILK,  GOT  MILK,  KIDS  DRINKS,  SF
CHOCOLATE  FACTORY

0  C O M M E N T S :

Post a Comment

W E L C O M E !

I'm a chocolate enthusiast in San

Francisco who also leads chocolate

tours around the city. My blog covers

the latest in chocolate tastings,

products, recipes and people.
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Healthy, kid-friendly lunchbox drinks

Filed under: Beverages, Lunch, Uncategorized — Michele Thompson @ 4:23 pm

You’ve read countless articles on healthy lunchbox foods for your
kids and you’ve made sure that the lunches you pack are fun and
yummy enough that your kids aren’t trading or tossing them. But
have you considered the health of their midday drink? Fruit
juices are often fruit-flavored drinks, carbonated beverages are
chockfull of sugar and calories, and it is near impossible to get
your child to drink plain water. Well, good news for you, there is
a new array of healthy, kid-friendly lunchbox drinks that will not
only quench your child’s midday thirst, they also provide a
healthy, tasty alternative to empty-calorie drinks.

Froose Juice

Imagine a drink as healthy as eating a whole piece of fruit. Froose
juice is an innovative new beverage for children that combines the
best of organic whole grains and fruit to make a delicious and
nutritious lunch drink. This refreshing juice is gluten-free, kosher
certified, naturally low in sugar, made with organic ingredients and is
a good source of fiber (three grams per serving). One serving is only
80 calories. Sweetened with organic rice syrup, Froose comes in three
kid-friendly flavors: Cheerful Cherry, Perfect Pear and Playful Peach.

Retail: $30 for 40 (4.23-ounce) drink case
Available at Froose.com
Froose also has a daycare/preschool program that provides quantity discounts.

Lightfull’s Satiety Smoothies

Packing five grams each of protein and fiber, Lightfull’s Satiety Smoothies are satisfying alternatives to sugar-
laden juice drinks. With just 90 calories per serving, Satiety Smoothies offer 100 percent natural ingredients
that are gluten-free and low-glycemic. Even better, each smoothie is an excellent source of calcium and inulin -
a prebiotic fiber that feeds probiotics (the good intestinal bacteria) that bolster immunity and increase nutrient
absorption. Available in kid-friendly flavors - Mango Oasis, Strawberry Bliss, Peachy Cream and Chocolate
Satisfaction - drinking a Satiety Smoothie at lunch can help prevent your children from getting a convenience
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Imagine a drink as healthy as eating a whole piece of fruit. Froose
juice is an innovative new beverage for children that combines the
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Available at Froose.com
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Lightfull’s Satiety Smoothies

Packing five grams each of protein and fiber, Lightfull’s Satiety Smoothies are satisfying alternatives to sugar-
laden juice drinks. With just 90 calories per serving, Satiety Smoothies offer 100 percent natural ingredients
that are gluten-free and low-glycemic. Even better, each smoothie is an excellent source of calcium and inulin -
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Satisfaction - drinking a Satiety Smoothie at lunch can help prevent your children from getting a convenience
store snack attack later in the day.

Retail: $2.79 per 8.25-ounce bottle
Available at fine grocery stores and natural foods stores throughout the US in the “grab and go” refrigerated
beverages sections or on-shelf near aseptic dairy products and soy milk as well as online at
LightfullFoods.com.

San Francisco Chocolate Company’s got milk? Chocolate Straws

Turn a calcium-rich serving of milk into a chocolatey treat with these convenient mess-
free straws filled with yummy chocolate beads. All your kids have to do is sip the milk
through the straws for a fun and healthy treat. Each straw adds a mere 27 calories and
may be the perfect lunch accessory to get your kids to opt for bone-building milk instead
of carbonated beverages.

Retail: $3.99 for 10 straws
Available at SFChocolate.com

Just keep in mind - if the healthy drinks you choose don’t come in single serving containers - a serving size for
your children is four to eight ounces, depending on their age. Too much of any drink can add unnecessary
calories to your child’s diet.
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:: Spicy okra muffins
:: Turnips and red kidney beans
:: How to make the ultimate sexy food ...
:: More tasty ideas!

 

TOP CHEF MOM SEARCHES
SLOW COOKER RECIPES
RECIPES FOR KIDS
TODDLER LUNCH IDEAS
COOKING WITH KIDS
HOLIDAY RECIPES
CHOCOLATE CHIP PANCAKES
APPETIZERS FOR KIDS
CROCKPOT RECIPES
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